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ACCELERATION IN AI USE–BUT BARRIERS  
TO ENTRY REMAIN

The pandemic greatly accelerated interest in AI across  
a wide range of industries and applications. According  
to a recent study by consultant PwC, 52% of companies 
accelerated AI adoption plans in response to the 
COVID-19 pandemic and a full 86% said that AI would  
be a “mainstream technology” at their companies in 2021.1 
AI became critical to enterprises as they retooled to adjust 
to significant operational shifts, from remote-first and 
hybrid work to production and customer experience.

However, barriers to adopting AI solutions remain, 
especially for many smaller businesses. This is primarily  
due to resource limitations that prevent them from taking 
advantage of traditional AI approaches, which rely on huge 
data caches and significant centralized computing power. 
Not surprisingly, the top impediment to AI adoption 
revealed in a recent Forbes IBM Insight survey was lack  
of data, followed closely by scaling AI to the enterprise, 
data compliance and ownership, security concerns, and 
inadequate infrastructure capability.2

ENTER SMALL DATA

Conventional wisdom about AI presumes that any 
meaningful application of AI requires large volumes of data. 
Think here of the billions of data points collected each  
day by Facebook and Google. However, new approaches  
to working with small data are upending this view.

Small data is data that comes in a volume and format  
that makes it accessible, informative, and actionable  
for business decisions and is measured in kilobytes / 
megabytes rather than terabytes / petabytes. Examples 
may include the online buying preferences of a single 
consumer, or visuals of the three to four defects in a 
million-auto part production run. In such cases, the data 
set is small, but the significance can be high for companies 
targeting consumer demand or identifying mission-critical 
problems on the assembly line. 

Fortunately, there are innovative approaches to AI that  
do not require massive, labeled datasets or data collected 
from real-world interactions. 

FINDINGS SUMMARY

• Small data is attracting growing interest from potential artificial intelligence (AI) adopters looking  
for more productive and efficient applications of data that do not rely on the availability and processing 
demands of large centralized big data sources.

• To meet demand, AI innovators are developing more effective ways to apply AI in instances where there are 
limitations to data availability or where small data may produce outcomes with greater operational value.  

• The promise of small data AI applications is driving adjacent developments in edge computing  
and storage that are enabling small data analytics to be applied more broadly with improved performance.  

•  The move to small data and edge computing creates an exponential increase in opportunities  
for innovative companies, including those engaged in the development of small data AI solutions  
and startup companies across industries that can leverage small and hybrid data AI solutions.    

• At BlueWing Ventures, we closely track AI trends and actively seek innovative companies with the potential  
to push the boundaries of AI development and application.    
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Important among these approaches is transfer learning 
which has received increased attention due to the parallel 
development and flexibility of deep neural networks. 
Transfer learning occurs when a machine learns how  
to perform a task in a setting where data is abundant,  
then transfers what it has learned to a task where much 
less data is available. For example, using a generic image 
database such as ImageNet which includes several million 
images, a machine can learn to distinguish animals from 
things, birds from animals, and sparrows from blackbirds. 
Once it learns how to put images into categories through 
what might be called inductive biases, it can transfer this 
ability to a task for which the available data set is severely 
limited, like identifying a rare bird species from just five  
or ten images. 

Another important machine learning (ML) approach  
using small data is reinforcement learning. Reinforcement 
learning is when a computer system learns how to interact  
with its environment via trial and error. This approach  
has broad practical application to the internet of things  
(IoT) and is employed in devices from robot vacuum 
cleaners to smart home security systems that learn  
from and respond to the specific environments in  
which they operate. 

Other approaches to small data include:

• Data labeling – these approaches start with limited 
labeled data and use it to make sense of larger data  
sets of unlabeled data.

• Artificial data generation – these approaches maximize 
how much information can be drawn from a small 
amount of data by changing existing data or looking  
at it in different ways. 

The ability to analyze small data sets exponentially 
broadens the potential applications for AI. It helps 
overcome the constraints and limitations imposed  
on AI applications due to overly onerous data and 
processing requirements and loosens the monopoly  
on AI applications by tech giants that has developed  
in the current era of big data.

EDGE COMPUTING AND THE EDGE CLOUD

The democratization of AI through applications using 
smaller data sets aligns with and is supported by parallel 
developments in edge computing and cloud construction. 

Edge computing is a distributed computing framework  
that brings enterprise applications closer to data sources, 
such as IoT devices. Processing and analyzing data nearer 
to where it is created is more efficient, since it eliminates 
the bandwidth and latency problems that arise with 
sending increasing volumes of data to centralized data 
processing centers. Edge computing relies on a similarly 
distributed edge cloud structure, which brings data storage 
closer to end-users. The significance and breadth of this 
movement to the edge cannot be overstated. Technology 
tracker, Gartner, estimates that by 2025, 75% of data will 
be processed outside the traditional data center or cloud.3 

These developments align with small data AI creating  
a new technology ecosystem that offers substantially 
greater opportunity for practical AI integration in  
domain-limited, targeted use cases including IoT 
applications. IoT and other targeted AI applications that 
require limited data and processing power with lower 
latency can be expected to spread widely supported  
by a distributed environment of smaller scale cloud  
and processing infrastructures.

 

The ability to analyze small data sets 

exponentially broadens the potential 

applications for artificial intelligence.
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AN EXPONENTIAL INCREASE IN  
AI OPPORTUNITIES

The evolution of AI to work effectively with small data  
sets will result in an exponential increase in the use  
of AI among organizations with fewer resources to devote 
to IT and more limited access to data. It will also create 
fertile ground for new startups and established AI  
users / providers to develop AI applications and facilitate 
the use of those applications by end users, including  
IoT manufacturers.

Tech giants, including MT SAAS, FAANG, and others, have 
facilitated the growth of AI usage more broadly. These 
firms are providing access to data and processing for 
hybrid small and big data AI applications as well as tools  
to build AI solutions more easily for companies with  
limited data and IT resources. 

BLUEWING AND THE FUTURE OF DATA

At BlueWing, the future of data analysis and its application 
is a core pillar of our focus. We believe that the promise  
of small data and aligned trends in edge computing and 
storage infrastructure constitute an important inflection 
point for the development and applications of AI / ML.  
We are excited for our current and future portfolio 
companies that will drive this transformation.

To learn more, visit BlueWing.vc

The graphic above illustrates the structure of modern computing and data storage as it becomes increasingly distributed toward the edge.
Source: LF Edge June 2020 Taxonomy White Paper
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